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On Free Relative Entropy
Fumio Hiai (日合文雄) and Masaru Mizuo (水尾勝)
Graduate School of Information Sciences
Tohoku University
Aoba-ku, Sendai 980-8577, Japan
Abstract
First, Voiculescu’s single variable free entropy is generalized in two different
ways to the free relative entropy for compactly supported probability measures
on the real line; the one is introduced by the integral expression and the other is
based on matricial (or microstates) approximation. Their equivalence is shown
based on a large deviation result for the empirical eigenvalue distribution of
a relevant random matrix. Secondly, the perturbation theory for compactly
supported probability measures via free relative entropy is developed on the
analogy of the perturabation theory via relative entropy. When the perturbed
meausre via relative entropy is suitably arranged on the space of selfadjoint
matrices and the matrix size goes to infinity, it is proven that the perturabtion
via relative entropy on the matrix space approaches asymptotically to that via
free relative entropy.

1
1.1

Free relative entropy
Definition of free relative entropy

For a probability Borel measure
Voiculescu [13] as

$\mu$

on

$\mathbb{R}$

the

free

entropy

$\Sigma(\mu):=\iint\log|x-y|d\mu(x)d\mu(y)$

$\Sigma(\mu)$

was introduced by

(1.1)

,

and it is indeed the minus sign of the so-called logarithmic energy of familiar in
potential theory [12]. Note that the double integral (1.1) always exists with a value
in. $[-\infty, +\infty)$ whenever is compactly supported. The free entropy functional
is upper semi-continuous in weak topology when the support of is restricted in a
fixed compact set, and it is strictly concave in the sense that $\Sigma(\lambda\mu_{1}+(1-\lambda)\mu_{2})>$
are compactly supported probability
if $0<$ A $<1$ and
$\Sigma(\mu_{2})>-\infty$
$\Sigma(\mu_{1})>-\infty$
(see [7, 5.3.2]).
and
measures such that
$\mu$

$\Sigma(\mu)$

$\mu$

$\mu$

$\lambda\Sigma(\mu_{1})+(1-\lambda)\Sigma(\mu_{2})$

$\mu_{1}\neq\mu_{2},$

$\mu_{1},$

$\mu_{2}$
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The matricial approach (or the microstates approach) for free entropy was developed
denote the space of all $n\cross n$ complex matrices and
let
in [14]. For each
. The set of all selfadjoint matrices in
the normalized trace functional on
which is
. There is a natural linear bijection between
and
is denoted by
an isometry for the Hilbert-Schmidt and Euclidean norms, so the “Lebesgue” measure
via this isometry. Let be a
is induced by the Lebesgue measure on
on
and
define
probability Borel measure supported in $[-R, R],$ $R>0$ . For $n,$
$n\in \mathbb{N}$

$M_{n}$

$M_{n}$

$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{n}$

$M_{n}$

$\mathbb{R}^{n^{2}}$

$M_{n}^{sa}$

$M_{n}^{sa}$

$\mathbb{R}^{n^{2}}$

$M_{n}^{sa}$

$\Lambda_{n}$

$\mu$

$\epsilon i>0$

$r\in \mathbb{N}$

$\Gamma_{R}(\mu;n, r, \mathcal{E}):=\{A\in M_{n}^{sa} :

||A||\leq R, |\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{n}(A^{k})-mk(\mu)|\leq\epsilon, k\leq r\}$

where $||A||$ is the operator norm and
the limit

$m_{k}( \mu):=\int x^{k}d\mu(X)$

, the

$k\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$

(1.2)

,

moment of . Then
$\mu$

(1.3)

$\chi_{R}(\mu;r, \mathcal{E}):=\lim_{narrow\infty}[\frac{1}{n^{2}}\log\Lambda_{n}(\mathrm{r}R(\mu;n, r, \mathcal{E}))+\frac{1}{2}\log n]$

exists for every

$r\in \mathbb{N}$

and

$\epsilon>0$

, and
$\epsilon$

$\lim_{rarrow\infty,\epsilonarrow+0}xR\{\mu;r,$

)

$= \Sigma(\mu)+\frac{1}{2}\log(2\pi)+\frac{3}{4}$

.

(1.4)

(See [7, 5.6.2] for the existence of the limit in (1.3) while $\lim$ was originally $\lim\sup$ in
[14].)
In classical probability theory, the Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy $S(\mu)$ of a probability
measure on is given as
$\mathbb{R}$

$\mu$

$S( \mu):=-\int\frac{d\mu}{dx}\log\frac{d\mu}{dx}dX$

is the
if is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure $dx$ and
$S(\mu):=-\infty$
(or
entropy
the
. The relative
Radon-Nikodym derivative; otherwise
Kullback-Leibler divergence) $S(\mu, \nu)$ of with respect to another probability measure
l ノ is defined as
$\frac{d\mu}{dx}$

$\mu$

$\mu$

$S( \mu, l^{\text{ノ}}):=\int\frac{d\mu}{d\nu}\log\frac{}d\mu}{d\iota \text{ノ}d\nu=\int\log\frac{}d\mu}{d\iota \text{ノ}d\mu$

is absolutely continuous with respect to ; otherwise $S(\mu, \nu):=+\infty$ . If and
l ノ are supported in $[-R, R]$ , then these entropies have the asymptotic expressions as
follows:

if

$\nu$

$\mu$

$\mu$

$S(\mu)$

$=$

$\lim_{rarrow\infty,\epsilonarrow+0narrow\infty}\lim\frac{1}{n}\log L^{n}(\{(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n})\in[-R, R]^{n}$

$| \frac{x_{1}^{k}+\cdots+X_{n}k}{n}-m_{k}(\mu)|\leq\epsilon,$

$-S(\mu, \nu)$

$=$

$r arrow\infty,\inarrow\lim_{+0}\lim\frac{1}{n}\log_{l}\text{ノ^{}n}(narrow\infty.(_{X}\{1, \ldots, x_{n})\in[-R, R]^{n}$

$| \frac{x_{1}^{k}+\cdots+X_{n}^{k}}{n}-m_{k}(\mu)|\leq\epsilon,$

:
$k\leq r\})$

,

(1.5)

,

(1.6)

:
$k\leq r\})$
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where
is the -dimensional Lebesgue measure and
is the -fold product of .
These expressions can be derived from Sanov’s large deviation theorem for the empirical
distribution of i.i.d. random variables (see [7, 5.1.1] for details).
The free entropy
is considered as the free probabilistic analogue of the
Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy $S(\mu)$ , and the asymptotic expression given in $(1.2)-(1.4)$
(with scale
) is the “free” counterpart of the expression (1.5) (with scale
).
Now, naturally arises the following question: What is the free analogue of the relative
entropy $S(\mu, \nu)$ ? It turned out that the free relative entropy ( , \iota ノ) of with respect
to can be defined as
$L^{n}$

$n$

$\nu^{n}$

$n$

$\nu$

$\Sigma(\mu)$

$n^{-2}$

$n^{-1}$

$\Sigma$

$\mu$

$\mu$

$\nu$

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)=-\int\int\log|_{X}-y|d(\mu-\nu)(x)d(\mu-\nu)(y)$

(1.7)

,

which is the logarithmic energy of a signed measure -\iota ノ (see [8]). Here the following
two definitions are available for precise meaning of (1.7):
$\mu$

is well-defined by (1.7) if $\log|x-y|$ is integrable with respect to the total
variation measure $d|\mu-U|(x)d|\mu-\nu|(y)$ ; otherwise $\Sigma(\mu, \nu):=+\infty$ .

(A)

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$- \iint\log(|X-y|+\epsilon)d(\mu-\nu)(x)d(\mu-\nu)(y)$ is
(B) Based on the fact that
([8, Lemma 3.6]), define
increasing as
$\epsilon>0-\rangle$

$\epsilon\downarrow 0$

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu):=\lim_{+\epsilonarrow 0}[-\int\int\log(|X-y|+\in)d(\mu-U)(X)d(\mu-\mathcal{U})(y)]$

.

Note that if $\log|x-y|$ is integrable with respect to $d|\mu-U|(X)d|\mu-\iota \text{ノ}|(y)$ , then the
definitions (A) and (B) are the same; this is the case in particular when $\Sigma(\mu)>-\infty$
.
and
In [8] the asymptotic expression of the free relative entropy
was obtained in
the microstates approach. We here give a brief summary on some large deviation result
related to random matrices, which is a basis of deriving the asymptotic expression of
and indeed play a crucial role in Sect. 2 as well.
Let $R>0$ and be a real continuous function on $[-R, R]$ . For each
define
the probability distribution
on
by
$\Sigma(l\text{ノ})>-\infty$

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$Q$

$n\in \mathbb{N}$

$\tilde{\lambda}_{n}(Q;R)$

$\tilde{\lambda}_{n}(Q;R)$

$:=$

$\mathbb{R}^{n}$

$\frac{1}{Z_{n}(Q,R)}.\exp(-n\sum_{i=1}Q(X_{i})n)\prod_{i<j}|x_{i}-X_{j}|^{2}$

$\cross\prod_{i=1}^{n}x_{[R}-,R](X_{i})dX_{1}d_{X}2’\cdot\cdot dx_{n}$

where

$Z_{n}(Q:R)$

(1.8)

,

is the normalizing constant:

$Z_{n}(Q;R):= \int_{-R}^{R}\cdots\int_{-R}^{R}\exp(-n\sum_{i=1}Q(X_{i})n)\prod_{i<j}|x_{i}-X_{j}|^{2}dX_{1}\cdots dxn$

.

(1.9)
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Moreover, let
be the probability distribution on
which is invariant under
unitary conjugation and whose joint eigenvalue distribution on
; more
is
explicitly,
$\lambda_{n}(Q;R)$

$M_{n}^{sa}$

$\mathbb{R}^{n}$

$\lambda_{n}(Q;R):=(dU\otimes\tilde{\lambda}_{n}(Q;R))\circ\Phi_{n}-1$

where
:
$\Phi_{n}$

$dU$

$\tilde{\lambda}_{n}(Q;R)$

,

(1.10)

is the Haar probability measure on the -dimensional unitary group
is defined as
$n$

$\mathcal{U}_{n}$

and

$\mathcal{U}_{n}\cross \mathbb{R}^{n}arrow M_{n}^{sa}$

$\Phi_{n}(U, (X_{1}, \ldots, X_{n})):=U\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}(x_{1,\ldots,n}X)U^{*}$

One can consider
or more explicitly

as the distribution of an
random selfadjoint matrix,
itself as a random matrix. The support of
is

$\lambda_{n}(Q;R)$

$\lambda_{n}(Q;R)$

$n\cross n$

$\lambda_{n}(Q;R)$

$(M_{n}^{sa})_{R}:=\{A\in M_{n}^{sa} :

||A||\leq R\}$

.

(1.11)

The empirical eigenvalue distribution of this random matrix is
$\delta(x_{1})+\delta(_{X}2)+\cdots+\delta(x_{n})$
$n$

-vector
is the point measure at and the
is distributed
where
$\mathcal{M}([-R,
R])$
denote the set of all probability
subject to the distribution (1.8). Let
$[-R,
R]$
equipped with the weak topology. Then we have the
measures supported in
following large deviation theorem which is a matricial counterpart of the famous Sanov
large deviation theorem ([2, 3]).
$\delta(x)$

$x$

$(x_{12\cdot\cdot n}, X,., x)$

$\mathbb{R}^{n}$

be real continuous functions on $[-R, R]$ such that
Theorem 1.1 Let and
$Q_{n}(x)arrow Q(x)$ uniformly on $[-R, R]$ . For each
define the probability distribution
$[-R,
R]^{n}$
by (1.8) and the normalizing constant $Z_{n}(Q_{n};R)$ by
supported on
in place of Q. Then the finite limit
(1.9) with
$Q$

$Q_{n}(n\in \mathbb{N})$

$n\in \mathbb{N}$

$\tilde{\lambda}_{n}(Q_{n};R)$

$Q_{n}$

$B(Q;R):= \lim_{narrow\infty}\frac{1}{n^{2}}\log z_{n}(Q_{n};R)$

,
exists, and if $(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n})\in[-R, R]^{n}$ is distributed with the joint distribution
then the empirical
satisfies the large deviation prinwith the good rate function:
ciple in the scale
$\tilde{\lambda}_{n}(Q_{n};R)$

$distributi_{\mathit{0}}n \frac{1}{n}(\delta(x_{1})+\cdots+\delta(x_{n}))$

$n^{-2}$

$I(\mu):=-\Sigma(\mu)+\mu(Q)+B(Q;R)$

for

$\mu\in \mathcal{M}([-R, R])$

.

There exists a unique minimizer
of I with $I(\mu_{Q})=0$ and $B(Q;R)$ is determined only
. Furthermore, the above empirical distribution converges
independently of
by
$narrow\infty$
in weak topology.
as
almost surely to
$\mu_{Q}$

$\{Q_{n}\}$

$Q$

$\mu_{Q}$
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Now let us return to the free relative entropy. Let
probability measure on , and assume that the function

$\nu$

be a compactly supported

$\mathbb{R}$

(1.12)

$Q_{\nu}(x):=2 \int\log|x-y|d\nu(y)$

means
, where
is finite and continuous (as a function on R) at every
is always
is a continuous function on the whole , because
the support of l ノ. Then
. For instance, this is the case when is absolutely continuous
continuous on
is bounded. For $R>0$ define the probability distribution
with respect to $dx$ and
. Then
by putting $Q=Q_{\nu}$ in (1.8) and (1.10):
on
by appealing to the above large
the next theorem was proved in
deviation theorem in the case $Q_{n}=Q=Q\nu$ .
$x\in \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu$

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu$

$Q_{\nu}$

$\mathbb{R}$

$Q_{\nu}$

$\nu$

$\mathbb{R}\backslash \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu$

$\frac{d\nu}{dx}$

$\lambda_{n}(\iota \text{ノ};R)$

$\lambda_{n}(\nu;R):=\lambda_{n}(Q\mathcal{U};R)$

$M_{n}^{sa}$

$[8, \mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}.\mathrm{m}3.8]$

Theorem 1.2 Let , l ノ be compactly supported probability measures, and assume that
,
in (1.12) is continuous on R. Then for any $R>0$ with
$\mu$

$Q_{\nu}(x)$

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mu,$

$-\Sigma(\mu, \nu)=$

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu\subset[-R, R]$

(1.13)

$\lim\frac{1}{2}\log\lambda_{n}(\nu;R)(\Gamma_{R}(\mu;n, r, \epsilon))$

$\lim$

$rarrow\infty,\epsilonarrow+0narrow\infty n$

in either

definition

$(A)$

or

$(B)$

for

$\Sigma(\mu, \iota \text{ノ})$

, where

$\Gamma_{R}(\mu;n, r, \epsilon)$

is as in (1.2).

The above expression (1.13) is the free analogue of (1.6). The reference measure
in (1.6), but it
on
is a bit more complicated than the product
on
is the right one in free (or matricial) probability. In fact, Theorem 1.1 (together with
Lemma 2.1) says that the empirical eigenvalue distribution of the $n\cross n$ selfadjoint
converges almost surely to , the
random matrix having the distribution
minimizer of the rate function, as $narrow\infty$ in weak topology (hence in the distribution
sense). In this way, Theorem 1.2 gives a justification for our free relative entropy
. Another (more decisive) justification will be presented in Sect. 2.
$\lambda_{n}(\nu;R)$

$\nu^{n}$

$\mathbb{R}^{n}$

$M_{n}^{sa}$

$\lambda_{n}(\nu;R)$

$\nu$

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

1.2

Properties of free relative entropy

in either case of the definitions (A) or (B). They
We will examine properties of
are summarized in the following. The free relative entropy differs from the classical one
in the first property. But the other important properties are common. For a compact
subset $K$ of , let A4 $(K)$ denote the set of all probability Borel measures supported
in $K$ . Also let $\mathcal{M}_{\Sigma}(K):=\{\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K):\Sigma(\mu)>-\infty\}$ .
$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$\mathbb{R}$

Proposition 1.3 Let
(1) Symmetry:

$\mu,$

$\nu$

be compactly supported probability measures on R.

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)--\Sigma(\nu, \mu)$

(2) Strict positivity:

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)\geq 0$

.

, and

$\Sigma(\mu, \iota \text{ノ})=0$

if and

only

if

$\mu=\nu$

.
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(3) Joint convexity:

If

and

$\Sigma(\mu_{i})>-\infty$

$\Sigma(\nu_{i})>-\infty(i=1,2)$

, then

(1.14)

$\Sigma(\alpha\mu_{1}+(1-\alpha)\mu_{2}, \alpha\nu_{1}+(1-\alpha)U_{2})\leq\alpha\Sigma(\mu 1, \nu 1)+(1-\alpha)\Sigma(\mu 2, \nu 2)$

for $0<\alpha<1$ .
$\Sigma(\mu_{i}),$

Furthermore, in

$\Sigma‘(\nu_{i})>-\infty-(\dot{i}=1^{\cdot}, 2)$

(4) Single strict convexity:

If

.

t.he case

$Q_{\nu}(x)$

$(B),$

$(\mathit{1}.\mathit{1}4)$

holds without the conditions

is continuous, then

(1.15)

$\Sigma(\alpha\mu_{1}+(1-\alpha)\mu_{2}, U)\leq\alpha\Sigma(\mu_{1}, \iota \text{ノ})+(1-\alpha)\Sigma(\mu 2, \nu)$

for $0<\alpha<1$ . If $\Sigma(\mu_{i}, \nu)<+\infty(i=1,2)$
strict inequality. Furthermore, in the case
.
of

and
$(B),$

$\mu_{1}\neq\mu_{2},$

$(\mathit{1}.\mathit{1}\mathit{5})$

$(\mathit{1}.\mathit{1}\mathit{5})$

can be replaced by

holds without the continuity

$Q_{\nu}(_{X)}$

(5) Joint lower semicontinuity: Let $K$ be any compact subset of R. Then
. Furthermore, in the case
weakly jointly lower semicontinuous on
.
it is weakly jointly lower semicontinuous on

is
$(B)$ ,

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$\mathcal{M}_{\Sigma}(K)$

$\mathcal{M}(K)$

(6) Single lower semicontinuity: Let $K$ be any compact subset of R.
is weakly lower semicontinuous in on
continuous, then
$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$\mu$

If

$Q_{\nu}(x)$

$\mathcal{M}(K)$

is

.

Perturbation via free relative entropy

2
2.1

Free Perturbation Theory

denote the
Let $K$ be a fixed compact subset of having positive capacity. Let
we write
and
space of all real continuous functions on $K$ . For
$\mu(h)$ for
. Throughout this section, let $\nu\in\lambda 4(K)$ be such that the function
in
$Q=Q_{\nu}$ given in (1.12) is continuous on $K$ . We adopt (B) as the definition of
this section, but no crucial difference between (A) and (B) will occur; in fact,
is uniquely determined by (1.13) whenever the assumption on in Theorem 1.2 is
define the weighted energy integral
supposed. For given
$C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

$\mathbb{R}$

$h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

$\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)$

$\int_{K}hd\mu$

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$\nu$

$h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

$E_{h}( \mu):=\int\int\log\frac{1}{|x-y|}d\mu(_{X})d\mu(y)+\int hd\mu=-\Sigma(\mu)+\mu(h)$

. We state the fundamental result in the theory of weighted potentials
for
([12, I.1.3 and I.3.1]) in a reduced form of the next lemma, which plays a key role in
the sequel.
.. . .‘
$\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)$

Lemma 2.1 For every

$h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

(i) There exists a unique

$\mu_{h}\in$

the following assertions hold:

At $(K)$ such that

$E_{h}( \mu_{h})--\inf\{E_{h}(\mu) :

\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)\}$

.
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(ii)

$E_{h}(\mu_{h})$

and

$\Sigma(\mu_{h})$

(iii) The minimizer

$\mu_{h}$

are finite.
is characterized as

2 $\int\log|x-y|d\mu
In this case,

For
defined as

$\nu\in \mathcal{M}(K)$

h(y)\{$

$\mu_{h}\in \mathcal{M}(K)$

$B\in \mathbb{R}$

,
for all
for quasi-every $x\in K$ .

$\geq h(x)+B$

$x\in \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mu_{h}$

$\leq h(x)+B$

$B=-2E_{h}(\mu_{h})+\mu_{h}(h)$

such that for some

.

fixed as above, the Legendre

transform of

$\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)\mapsto\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

is

$c(h, \nu):=\sup\{-\mu(h)-\Sigma(\mu, U) : \mu\in\lambda 4(K)\}$

for each

$h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

.

Theorem 2.2 With the above definitions, the following assertions hold:
(i)

$c(\cdot, \nu)$

is a convex function on

$C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

satisfying

$-\nu(h)\leq c(h, U)\leq||h||$

(in particular,

$c(\mathrm{O},$

$c(h_{1}, \nu)\geq c(h_{2}, \nu)$

$U)=0$ )

if

is the
where
. Moreover,
$||h||$

$\sup$

-norm, and it is decreasing,

$i.e$

.

$h_{1}\leq h_{2}$

$|c(h_{1}, \nu)-C(h_{2}, \nu)|\leq||h_{1}-h_{2}||$

for all

$h_{1},$

$h_{2}\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

(ii) For every

$\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)_{f}$

.

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)=\sup\{-\mu(h)-c(h, \iota \text{ノ}) :

(iii) For every

$h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

there exists a unique

h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)\}$

$\nu^{h}\in \mathcal{M}(K)$

$-\nu^{h}(h)-\Sigma(_{U,\mathcal{U}}h)=C(h, \mathcal{U})$

Moreover,

$\Sigma(\nu^{h})$

.

is finite and

$h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

$c$

(2.16)

such that

$c(h, \nu)=\Sigma(_{U^{h}})+\Sigma(\nu)-U^{h}(Q+h)$

(iv) For every

.

and

( $h+k$ , \iota ノ)

$\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K),$

$\mu=\nu^{h}$

$\geq c(h, l\text{ノ})-\mu(k)$

if and

for all

only

.

if

$k\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

.
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in Theorem 2.2 the perturbed probability measure of by (via free
We call
relative entropy). Note that the variational expression (2.16) of
is valid for any
choice of a compact
such that
. Clearly,
and
$c(h+\alpha, \nu)=c(h, U)-\alpha$ for
.
It is instructive to consider the perturbed measure in comparison with the similar
perturbation via relative entropy. For any
, it is well-known
and
that
$\nu^{h}$

$h$

$\nu$

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$K\subset \mathbb{R}$

$\nu^{h+\alpha}=\nu^{h}$

$K\supset \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mu,$

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu$

$\alpha\in \mathbb{R}$

$\nu^{h}$

$\nu\in \mathcal{M}(K)$

$\log\nu(e-h)=\sup\{-\mu(h)-S(\mu, \nu) :

$h\in C_{1\mathrm{R}}(K)$

\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)\}$

(i.e.
) is a unique maximizer of
and the probability measure
$-\mu(h)-S(\mu, \nu)$ for
A4 $(K)$ . In fact, this can be easily verified by using the strict
. Moreover, for every
,
positivity of
$\mu 0:=\frac{e^{-h}}{\nu(e^{-h})}l^{\text{ノ}}$

$\frac{d\mu_{0}}{d\nu}=\frac{e^{-h}}{\nu(e^{-h})}$

$\mu\in$

$S(\mu, \mu_{0})$

$\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)$

$S( \mu, \nu)=\sup\{-\mu(h)-\log_{U}(e^{-h}) :

h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)\}$

.

perturbed from via the relative entropy $S(\mu, \nu)$ is the
The probability measure
so-called Gibbs ensemble. The above $c(h, \nu)$ is considered as the “free” counterpart of
in the above (iv) is the “free” analogue of the
, and the characterization of
so-called variational principle for Gibbs ensembles ([11]). It is worth noting that this
type of perturbation theory via relative entropy was developed even in the quantum
probabilistic setting on operator algebras ([10], [4], [9, Sect. 12]).
in Theorem 2.2 and
for the above , when both
for
We shall write
$S(\mu,
\nu)$
and
are simultaneously treated. A simple
perturbed measures via
$\log\nu(e^{-h})$
is not available; nevertheless we shall give an
such as
expression of
in Sect. 2.3.
asymptotic expression of
$\nu$

$\mu_{0}$

$\nu^{h}$

$\log\iota \text{ノ}(e-h)$

$\nu^{h,\Sigma}$

$\nu^{h}$

$l\text{ノ^{}h,S}$

$\mu 0$

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$c(h, I\text{ノ})$

$c(h, \iota \text{ノ})$

Proposition 2.3 For every

$\mu\in\lambda 4(K)f$

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu^{h})\leq\Sigma(\mu, \nu)+\mu(h)+c(h, \nu)$

$M_{or}eover\rangle$

if

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mu\subset \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{P}^{l\text{ノ^{}h}}$

, then

$\Sigma(\mu, \iota \text{ノ^{}h})=\Sigma(\mu, \nu)+\mu(h)+c(h, \nu)$

Corollary 2.4 For every

.

$h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

.

,

$\Sigma(U^{h}, \iota^{\text{ノ}})\leq\frac{\nu(h)-\nu^{h}(h)}{2}\leq||h||$

,

$c(h, \nu)\geq-\nu(h)+\Sigma(\nu, \nu)h\geq-\frac{\nu(h)+\nu^{h}(h)}{2}$

Furthermore,

if

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu\subset \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu^{h}$

.

, then

$\Sigma(\nu^{h}, \nu)=\frac{\nu(h)-\nu^{h}(h)}{2}$

,

$c(h, \nu)=-\nu(h)+\Sigma(U, \mathcal{U})h=-\frac{\nu(h)+\nu^{h}(h)}{2}$

.
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The next proposition is the chain rule for the perturbation

Proposition 2.5 Let
$Q=Q_{\nu}$ is continuous on

$h,$ $k\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

and

$K$

if

.

If $Q_{\nu^{h}}(x):=2 \int\log|x-y|d_{U^{h}}(y)$ as

.

,

$c(h+k, \nu)=c(h, \nu)+c(k, \nu^{h})$

.

and

.

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu^{h}=K$

well as

, then

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}(\nu^{h})^{k}\subset \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu^{h}$

$(\nu^{h})k=\nu h+k$

In particular, these hold

$\mathcal{U}\vdasharrow l\text{ノ^{}h}$

$Q_{\nu^{h}}=Q+h$

Corollary 2.6 Assume either (a) or (b) in the following:
(a)

$\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)$

is such that

(b)

$h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

and

Then for each

$\mu:=\nu^{h}$

$0\leq\lambda\leq 1$

as well as

$Q_{\mu}$

satisfies

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}$

$Q_{\nu}$

\iota ノ

is continuous on

$\subset \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mu$

$K$

, and

$h:=Q_{\mu}-Q_{\nu}$

,

.

,
$\nu^{\lambda h}=(1-\lambda)\nu+\lambda\mu$

$\Sigma(\nu^{\lambda h}, \nu)=\lambda 2\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

,
,

$c(\lambda h, \nu)=\lambda\nu(h)+\lambda 2\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

As for the perturbation
and the formulas

$\nu\mapsto\nu^{h,S}$

via relative entropy,

.
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu^{h,S}=\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu$

$S(\mu, \nu h,s)=S(\mu, \nu)+\mu(h)+\log U(e^{-h})$
$(\nu)h,sk,s=\nu h+k,s$

is obvious

,

,

$\log\nu(e^{-(})h+k)\mathrm{l}=\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\nu(e^{-h})+\log U(h,s-k)e$

is more complicated than that
generally hold. The relation between and
However,
.
the formulas in Corollary 2.6 (though they do not
between
and
; in fact,
generally hold) are quite simple compared with those for
and
are non-constant functions
is not a line segment, and
in Corollary 2.6 correspond to the flatness of the
of . The simple formulas for
Riemannian metric induced by the free entropy ([8, Sect. 4]).
The next proposition gives a simple sufficient condition for $\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)$ to be a
perturbed probability measure of .
$\nu$

$\nu^{h}=\nu^{h,\Sigma}$

$\nu^{h,S}$

$\nu$

$\nu^{\lambda h,S}$

$\frac{d^{2}}{d\lambda^{2}}S(U^{\lambda}h,s, \nu)$

$\nu^{\lambda h,S}(0\leq\lambda\leq 1)$

$\frac{d^{2}}{d\lambda^{2}}S(\nu, \nu^{\lambda h,S})$

$\nu^{\lambda h,\Sigma}$

$\lambda$

$\nu$

Proposition 2.7

If

$\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)$

$Q_{\mu}(x):=2 \int\log|x-y|d\mu(y)$

that

$\mu=\nu^{h}$

satisfies

is continuous on

$K$

for some

constant
and there exists an

$\mu\leq\alpha\nu$

and

$R:= \max\{|x-y| :

x, y\in K\}$ ,

the diameter

, then

$h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

$(x\in K)$ ,

$Q_{\mu}(x)\geq\alpha Q_{\nu}(x)+2(1-\alpha)\log R$

where

$\alpha\geq 1$

of

$K$

.

such
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Corollary 2.8 If
then there exists an

$\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)$

satisfies

$h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

$\alpha_{\mathrm{Z}}$

$\beta_{I^{\text{ノ}}}\leq\mu\underline{<}\alpha\nu$

such that

$\mu=\nu^{h}$

for some

constants

.

$\Sigma(\mu, \iota^{\text{ノ}})\leq(\alpha(\alpha-1)+(1arrow\beta))(\log R-\Sigma(_{U}))$

$R$

is the diameter

of K.

(Note

$Q_{\nu}\leq 2\log R.$

$\cdot.\leq 1\leq$

and

$(1-\alpha)(2\log R-Q_{\nu})\leq h\leq(1-\beta)(2\log R-Q_{\nu})$

where

$0<\beta$

,

.

)

Convergence of perturbed measures

2.2

The aim of this subsection is to show the continuity properties in
introduced in the previous section. Define

$h$

of the perturbation

$\nu^{h}$

$d(\mu_{1}, \mu_{2}):=\Sigma(\mu 1, \mu 2)^{1}/2(\in[0, +\infty))$

. The next lemma is an application of the series expansion of the
for
free entropy due to Haagerup [5], and it will play an important role in the proof of the
following theorem.
$\mu_{1},$

$\mu_{2}\in \mathcal{M}_{\Sigma}(K)$

is a metric on
Lemma 2.9 The above defined
strictly stronger than the weak topology (restricted on
non-compact Polish space.
$d(\mu_{1}, \mu_{2})$

$\mathcal{M}_{\Sigma}(K)$

Theorem 2.10 If
convergences hold:
(i)
(ii)

$h,$

$h_{n}\in C_{\mathrm{J}\mathrm{R}}(K),$

$c(h_{n}, u)arrow c(h, \nu)$

, satisfy

$d$

$(\mathcal{M}\Sigma(K), d)$

$||h_{n}-h||arrow 0$

, then the following

.

$\Sigma(\nu^{h_{n}}, \mu)arrow\Sigma(\nu^{h}, \mu)$

for every

$\mu\in \mathcal{M}_{\Sigma}(K)$

; in particular,

$\Sigma(\nu^{h_{n}h}, \nu)arrow 0$

.

weakly.

(iii)

$\nu^{h_{n}}arrow\nu^{h}$

(iv)

$\nu^{h_{n}}(h_{n})arrow\nu^{h}(h)$

(v)

$n\in \mathbb{N}$

and the -topology is
) and
is a

$\mathcal{M}_{\Sigma}(K)$

$\Sigma(\nu^{h_{n}})arrow\Sigma(\nu^{h})$

.
.

via relative entropy, the continuity of
Concerning the perturbation
. In fact, when
can be straightforwardly seen from the explicit formula
and $h_{n}arrow h$ boundedly pointwise, i.e. $\sup_{n}||h_{n}||<+\infty$ and $h_{n}(x)arrow$
by the Lebesgue
-convergence
$h(x)$ for every $x\in K$ , one gets the
bounded convergence theorem. However, it is not known whether the -convergence
follows or not under this convergence $h_{n}arrow h$ weaker than $||h_{n}-h||arrow 0$ .
The next proposition says that the weak convergence and the -convergence are
are uniformly dominated by .
in A4 $(K)$ such that
equivalent for a sequence
$h\mapsto\nu^{h,S}$

$\nu^{h,S}$

$\nu^{h,S}=\frac{e^{-h}}{\nu(e^{-h})}\nu$

$h_{n},$

$h\in C_{\mathbb{R}}(K)$

$\mathrm{w}^{*}$

$\nu^{h_{n},S}arrow\nu^{h,S}$

$\mathrm{w}^{*}$

$\nu^{h_{n},\Sigma}arrow\nu^{h,\Sigma}$

$d$

$\{\mu_{n}\}$

$\mu_{n}’ \mathrm{s}$

$\nu$
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Proposition 2.11 Let
such that
for all
and
this case,
$\mu_{n},$

$\mu\in \mathcal{M}(K)$

$n\in \mathrm{N}$

$\mu_{n}\leq\alpha\nu$

$\Sigma(\mu_{n})arrow\Sigma(\mu)$

. Then

for

, and assume that there is an
weakly if and only if
.
for every

$n\in \mathrm{N}$

$\mu_{n}arrow\mu$

$\alpha\geq 1$

$\Sigma(\mu_{n}, \mu)arrow 0$

. In

$\mu’\in \mathcal{M}_{\Sigma}(K)$

$\Sigma(\mu_{n}, \mu)’arrow\Sigma(\mu, \mu’)$

are probability measures on
As for relative entropy, it is known that if
for
such that $||\mu_{n}-\mu||arrow 0,$ $||\nu_{n}-\nu||arrow 0$ and there is an $\alpha>0$ such that
. (This is true in the operator algebra setting, see
, then
all
[1, Theorem 3.7].) However, this fails to hold for free relative entropy; one can easily
such that $||\mu_{n}-\nu||arrow 0,$ $||\nu_{n}-\nu||arrow 0$ and
provide an example of
.
, but
for all
$\mathbb{R}$

$\mu_{n},$

$\nu_{n}$

$\mu_{n}\leq\alpha\nu_{n}$

$S(\mu_{n}, \nu_{n})arrow S(\mu, \nu)$

$n\in \mathbb{N}$

$\mu_{n},$

$n\in \mathbb{N}$

$\mu_{n}\leq\alpha\nu_{n}$

2.3

$u_{n}\in \mathcal{M}_{\Sigma}(K)$

$\Sigma(\mu_{n}, \nu_{n})\wedge 0$

From relative entropy to free relative entropy

selfadjoint random matrices naturally perturbed via
We consider a sequence of
via free relative entropy is
relative entropy, and show that the perturbed measure
the limit distribution of the empirical eigenvalue distributions of perturbed random
matrices as the size goes to . In so doing, we can also express the free relative
as the limit (with normalization) of the relative entropy defined on
entropy
.
the matrix space
Throughout this subsection, we assume for simplicity that $K$ is a finite interval
$[-R, R]$ . Let $\nu\in \mathcal{M}([-R, R])$ be fixed so that $Q=Q_{\nu}$ in (1.12) is a continuous funcfor the probability measure
we simply write
tion on $[-R, R]$ . For each
is a com$\lambda_{n}(\nu;R)=\lambda_{n}(Q;R)$ on
given in $(1.8)-(1.11)$ . Here note that
$h\in
C_{\mathbb{R}}([-R,
R])$
For a given
identified with a Euclidean space
pact subset of
defined by
denote the real continuous function on
, let
and
$n\cross n$

$\nu^{h}$

$n$

$\infty$

$\Sigma(\nu^{h}, \nu)$

$M_{n}^{sa}$

$n\in \mathbb{N}$

$\lambda_{n}(\nu)$

$(M_{n}^{sa})_{R}$

$(M_{n}^{sa})_{R}$

$\mathbb{R}^{n^{2}}$

$M_{n}^{sa}$

$n\in \mathbb{N}$

$(M_{n}^{sa})_{R}$

$\phi_{n}(h)$

$\phi_{n}(h)(A):=n^{2}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{n}(h(A))$

for

$A\in(M_{n}^{sa})_{R}$

,

.
is the normalized trace on
where $h(A)$ is defined via functional calculus and
which is the peron
Then one can get the probability measure
is a unique
via relative entropy; namely,
by
turbed measure of
maximizer of the functional
$M_{n}$

$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{n}$

$\lambda_{n}(\nu)\phi_{n}(h),s$

$\lambda_{n}(\nu)$

$\lambda_{n}(\nu)^{\phi_{n}}(h),s$

$\phi_{n}(h)$

$-\eta(\phi_{n}(h))-S(\eta, \lambda_{n}(\nu))$

$(M_{n}^{sa})_{R}$

for

$\eta\in \mathcal{M}((M_{n}^{Sa})_{R})$

is the set of all probability Borel measures on
where
mentioned after Theorem 2.2, it is given by
$\mathcal{M}((M_{n}^{Sa})_{R})$

,
$(M_{n}^{sa})_{R}$

. In fact, as

$\lambda_{n}(\nu)^{\phi_{n}()}h,s_{=}\frac{e^{-\phi_{n}(h)}}{\lambda_{n}(\nu)(e^{-\phi_{n}}(h))}\lambda n(\nu)$

and
$-\lambda_{n}(\nu)^{\emptyset(}nh),S(\phi n(h))-^{s}(\lambda n(\nu)\emptyset n(h),S, \lambda n(U))=\log\lambda_{n}(U)(e-\emptyset n(h))$

.
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In the sequel we use the following notations for short:
$d_{X:}=dx_{1}dX2\ldots dx_{n}$

$\triangle(x):=\prod_{i<j}(_{X}i^{-X_{j})}2,$

.

Lemma 2.12 With the above notations,
$\lambda_{n}(\nu)^{\emptyset()}nh,s=\lambda_{n}(Q+h;R)$

that is,
distribution is

$\lambda_{n}(\mathit{1}^{\text{ノ}})^{\phi_{n}(h),s}$

,

is invariant under unitary conjugation and its joint eigenvalue

$\tilde{\lambda}_{n}(Q+h;R)=\frac{1}{Z_{n}(Q+h,R)}.\exp(-n\sum_{i=1}(Q(X_{i})+h(_{X}i)))nni\triangle(X)\prod_{i=1}\chi[-R,R](x)dx$

where

$Z_{n}(Q+h;R)$

is

defined by

(1.9) with

$Q+h$

in place

$\lambda_{n}(l^{\text{ノ}})(e-\phi_{n}(h))=\frac{Z_{n}(Q+.h\cdot R)}{Z_{n}(Q,R)},$

of Q.

,

Furthermore,

.

‘sidered as an $n\cross n$ selfadjoint
may be
on
The measure
via relative entropy. The next theorem
random matrix which is a perturbation of
via relative entropy on the matrix space approaches
says that this perturbation of
, the perturbation of via free relative entropy.
asymptotically as $narrow\infty$ to
In particular, it justifies our formulation of free relative entropy. In the theorem we
determined by separate
actually treat a sequence of perturbed measures
$h_{n}\in C_{\mathbb{R}}([-R, R])$ for each
satisfying $||h_{n}-h||arrow 0$ . The proof is based on the large
deviation result presented in Theorem 1.1.
$\lambda_{n}(\nu)\phi_{n}(h),s$

$(M_{n}^{sa})_{R}$

$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$

$\lambda_{n}(\nu)$

$\lambda_{n}(\nu)$

$l\text{ノ^{}h}(=l\text{ノ^{}h,\Sigma})$

$\nu$

$\lambda_{n}(\nu)^{\phi_{n}}(hn),s$

$n$

Theorem 2.13 Let $\nu\in \mathcal{M}([-R, R])$ be as above.
satisfy $||h_{n}-h||arrow 0$ , then the following hold:
(i) The empirical eigenvalue distribution
as $narrow\infty$ in weak topology.

of

If

$h,$ $h_{n}\in C_{\mathbb{R}}([-R, R]),$

$\lambda_{n}(\nu)\phi n(h_{n}),s$

$n\in \mathbb{N}_{f}$

converges almost surely to

$\nu^{h}$

(ii)
$l \text{ノ}(hh)=\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}narrow\infty\frac{1}{n^{2}}\lambda_{n}(\iota \text{ノ})\phi_{n}(hn),s(\phi n(h_{n}))$

.

(iii)
$\Sigma(\nu^{h}, \nu)=narrow\lim_{\infty}\frac{1}{n^{2}}S(\lambda_{n}(\nu)^{\phi(}nhn),s,$ $\lambda_{n}(\nu))$

.
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(iv) With
,

$B(Q;R)$

defined by

(1.1) and $B(Q+h;R)$ similarly with

$Q+h$

in place

of

$Q$

$c(h, \nu)=\lim_{narrow\infty}\frac{1}{n^{2}}\log\lambda n(\mathcal{U})(e-\emptyset n(h_{n}))=B(Q+h;R)-B(Q;R)$

.

(v)
$\nu(h)-\nu(hh)-\Sigma(_{U^{h}}, l\text{ノ})=\lim_{narrow\infty}\frac{1}{n^{2}}s(\lambda_{n}(\nu), \lambda n(_{\mathcal{U}})\phi_{n}(h_{n}),s_{)}$

Hence,

if

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu\subset \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu^{h}$

.

, then

$\Sigma(_{U^{h},U})=\lim_{narrow\infty}\frac{1}{n^{2}}s(\lambda_{n}(\mathcal{U}))\lambda n(\nu)^{\phi(}nhn))s_{)}$

.

Besides its conceptual importance, Theorem 2.13 supplies the asymptotic formulas
and $c(h, \nu)$ (when $h_{n}=h$ for all ); thus we obtain the asymptotic formula of
of
$\Sigma(\nu^{h}, \nu)=-\mathcal{U}^{h}(h)-C(h, \nu)$ . In particular, we state the following:
$n$

$\nu^{h}(h)$

be compactly supported probability measures on
Corollary 2.14 Let
are continuous. Then for any $R>0$ with
and
$\mu,$

$Q_{\mu}$

$\nu$

$Q_{\nu}$

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mu,$

$\mathbb{R}$

such that

$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\nu\subset[-R, R]$

,

$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$= \lim_{narrow\infty}.\frac{\int_{-R}^{R}\ldots\int_{-R}R(\frac{1}{n}\sum_{i}n.(=1.Q\nu(xi)-Q_{\mu}(_{X_{i}})))\exp(-n\sum_{i1}nQ_{\mu}=(xi))\Delta(x)d_{X}}{\int_{-R}^{R}\int_{-}^{R}R\mathrm{p}(\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}-n\sum_{i=1}^{n}Q_{\mu}(_{X}i))\triangle(_{X})d_{X}}$

$+ \lim_{narrow\infty}\frac{1}{n^{2}}\log\frac{\int_{-R}^{R}\cdots\int_{-}^{R}R\mathrm{p}(\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}-n\sum^{n}i=1Q_{\nu}(x_{i}))\triangle(x)d_{X}}{\int_{-R}^{R}\ldots\int_{-R}R(\exp-n\sum_{i1}nQ_{\mu}=(xi))\Delta(x)d_{X}}$

.

is symmetric in its two variables unlike the relative
The free relative entropy
entropy, while the formula in Corollary 2.14 is not symmetric in and . On the other
hand, the perturbation via relative entropy is symmetric in the sense that if is the
. This type of symmetry
perturbation of by , then l ノ is the perturbation of
does not hold in the perturbation via free relative entropy, even though the limiting
procedure from the perturbation via relative entropy to that via free relative entropy
was established in Theorem 2.13
$\Sigma(\mu, \nu)$

$\mu$

$\nu$

$\mu$

$\nu$

$h$

$\mu \mathrm{b}\mathrm{y}-h$
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